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Congratulations
Dear YEMI Finalist,
Welcome to the YEMI family and well done on your new title! I really hope
you're as excited about the finals as we are!
Every year we thrive to put on the best weekend ever for our finalists and I
don't want to ruin all our surprises but we have so much planned for you
and we can't wait to see who will be crowned!
We started YEMI in hopes of running a fun pageant for women of all
backgrounds to come together, have fun, bond over their love of pageantry
and make lifetime memories. I am so fortunate to be able to say we have
completed that goal and all because of fantastic finalists like you!
I am so honoured to be able to watch you all as finalists and can't wait to
see how you use your YEMI title to grow your platform.
We cannot express how thankful we are that you have chosen us for your
pageant journey.
Please keep in touch throughout your time as we really love to hear from
you.

Lots of Love

Jeyanne

xo

Who's Who?
Co-Director - Jeyanne
I have been in pageants for over 10 years, winning
multiple titles. My proudest achievement is the overall
beauty title I won in America. I have experience on all
sides of the catwalk from my time in pageantry but
directing has always been a dream of mine. I wanted
to start a system that included all my favourite parts of
pageantry into one system and so YEMI was born!

Co-Director - Noz
The real boss behind YEMI and my mum! Noz is the
organisation queen behind YEMI and the creative who
designs all our staging, photo backgrounds and
organises everything from flights to timetables during
our time in America!
She was my coach all through pageantry and led me to
all my titles and now leads all the YEMI queens to the
same success!

Event Assistant - Tracey
Tracey has been with YEMI since the start. She is our biggest
fan. Tracey and Noz are usually behind the scenes making
sure everything is running perfectly and we couldn't function
without her!
Tracey has a daughter who she has coached through
pageantry since she was a baby and we are so lucky to have
her adding her glamorous touch to our pj parties and grand
finals!

About YEMI
Our History
In 2015 I competed in a pageant in America which led to me winning the supreme beauty title out
of 300 girls. The experience was incredible and after winning the international title I had worked
for since 2010 I was ready for my next pageant journey; becoming a director. Young American
Miss International was being taken over by Sabrina, our current international director and I
couldn't think of any one better to go into business with and thus YEMI was born and with the new
adjustment Sabrina started Young Miss International.
Our intention was to build an inclusive pageant for women and girls of all ages and give the
opportunity to build confidence and friendships and create lasting memories. We have had 4
Finals and a total of 13 international titleholders!

Our Ethos
Our pageant motto is Aspire to Inspire, something we encourage our queens and finalists to live
by during their reign. We believe that contestants should create their own platform and this gives
them freedom to support charities of their choosing while promoting themselves and their title.
Whether you use your title to increase your social media presence, bring involvement to your
favourite hobby or sport or use it to help your favourite charities and causes. We encourage all
girls to live out their authentic selves and whether that be inspiring girls with your athletic skills,
philanthropy, or you're a boss business woman you have something to offer and we are here to
support and give you the platform you deserve!
Empowerment and confidence building is our main goal, we want to provide a safe environment
for pageant girls to find themselves, have fun and meet likeminded people.

Queens

Macy
Young European
International

Amber
Young European
International

Junior Miss Pre Teen Miss
Freya
Young European
International

Teen Miss

Cheniel
Young European
International

Ms

Stacy
Young European
International

Chris Ann
Young European
International

Miss

Jasmin
Young European
International

Mrs

Erin
Young European
International

Classic Ms Queen of Queens
Brooke
Young Teen Miss
International

UK

Karen
Young Classic Ms
International

UK

Age Groups
Age Divisions
Young European International Junior Miss (7-10)
Young European International Pre-Teen Miss (11-13)
Young European International Teen Miss (14-17)
Young European International Miss (18-25 - unmarried)
Young European International Ms (26 - unmarried, divorced, has children)
Young European International Mrs (18 - 45 - must be married)
Young European International Classic Ms (46+)
Please go by the age you will be as of January 2023.
Example If you are 6 now but turn 7 in September 2022 then you are eligible to compete in the Junior
Miss category.
If you are 17 now and turn 18 by January 2023 then you must compete in the Miss Category.
If you are below the age of 26 but have a child or you are divorced you will age up to the Ms
Category so please let us know so we can ensure you're in the correct category.
If you think you’ve been added to the wrong age group, please let us know ASAP so we can
correct it.

Finalist Sashes
If you have paid your deposit then your sash is already on order for you but some details you may
need to know to help you during your reign as a YEMI Finalist. Over the years we have had issues
with sashes getting lost in transit so please once we've told you your sash is on order if you do not
receive within two weeks from that date then message so we can order you something new!
All Finalist titles are ' Young European International Finalist' and this is how it will read on your
sash unless you have won a regional competition.
If you notice your sash is fading from having a busy reign or you lose your sash and you feel you
need a new sash you just need to message us so we can get it ordered for you.
Please know we are not responsible for any loss, damage or changes of your sashes and if you
need a new one they will be £6.50 including postage to order.

Appearances

Appearances and Charity Work
At YEMI we don't give points for appearances as we want to give you the freedom to do as much
or as little as you want in your time as a finalist. There is a side award but nothing that goes
towards your overall score. No pressure and a chance for you to have a relaxed and fun schedule
up to the finals.
You must bring a book of appearances to the finals with you if you have made appearances and
don’t forget to upload your work onto Facebook and tag us. Here at YEMI we love to see what our
girls are getting up to and are proud to be part of all your efforts; big or small!
Your book should include the following:
The pictures must be taken with someone else e.g. an organiser or volunteer at the event.
Taking a picture before you go to the event in your house and not including pictures at the
event will not be counted.
Include a date
A small paragraph explaining the appearance and what you did.
If its an online appearance you can share a screenshot of the post.
Number the appearances for easy counting for the judges.
Make sure you're wearing your sash or if the appearance was made whilst you're waiting for
your sash you can write your title on a piece of paper to hold up.
Make sure your name, title and age group is on the front of the book and consider adding a
photo of yourself so the judges can put names with faces.
Include a section about your platform.

Get creative with your appearances; it’s about getting out into your community to help make a
difference, making friends and enjoying yourself. The more you do the more you can wow our
judges in your interview.

Platform

Aspire to Inspire
Using our motto as a way of building your platform is the perfect way for you to create something
unique and special to you. Whether it be to use your title to bring more publicity to a small charity
you are passionate about, raise money and work closely with a specific charity of your choosing or
to just attend and support many events and charities its up to you as long as you aspire to inspire
whilst you do it. There are so many different ways of inspiring people and we want you to be true
to yourselves and show the unique ways you are an inspiration in your day to day life.

Choosing Your Platform
Choosing your platform can be a big decision but the great thing about our open platform policy is
that you can always change your mind or can stick to the same platform through out your reign.
Remember; just because you have chosen your platform doesn't mean you have to only do that
through your reign. You can attend as many or as little of other events as you like. Obviously,
pageants aren't the only thing we have in our lives so we can't be present at everything but social
media is a great platform for you to be able to do appearances and you can really get creative
with what you do.

Social Media
Social media is a great way of publicising your work and keeping up to date with all things to do
with not only your platform but YEMI too. Although a social media presences isn't a necessity at
YEMI we do think its important for contestants to utilise what is available and as a queen you are
expected to use social media as a way of documenting what you do as a queen and publicising
yourself, platform and YEMI so starting this as a finalist is great practice and can really show the
judges you are queen material!
We do have a group for all contestants where we update you with different things and give you a
chance to get to know one another. If you do have Facebook and haven't been added yet please
let us know so we can add you. We have zoom call parties organised over Facebook and hope to
be able to organise meet ups through the year. Its also a great way to get the support of fellow
contestants with your platform.

Follow our Instagram and Facebook - to keep up to date with current
queens and send us anything you'd like shared or tag us!
Add the director - Jeyanne Nicole. This is the easiest way you'll be able
to contact us and receive a fast response to any of your queries.
Young European
International Pageant

@yemipageants_

Sponsors

Earring Envy

At Earring Envy, we believe wearing the perfect pair of
Earrings, will make you feel fabulous - and most importantly
helping you win your dream title! We'll be with you on every
step of your pageantry journey. We have been involved in
pageantry for the last 5 years and therefore realised the
demand for the best pageantry earrings. That's where we
come in! Here at Earring Envy there will be no extortionate
shipping or customs charges to worry about. Just a reliable,
affordable and friendly service which you can be assured of.
- Andi

Style & Story Pageant Photography

Award winning Pageant photographer and also
the one behind our infamous queens
photoshoot. Ant has been involved in pageantry
in the UK for many years and has been with
YEMI for 3 years. He is one of the best in the
business and we are so lucky to have him as our
photographer the YEMI weekend.

Cwin B
Cwin B is a small business owned by a fellow pageant
girl. We are so lucky to have them on board as sponsors
and all our lucky winners will receive a voucher to get
their very own custom sash bag for their beautiful official
YEMI sash to keep it protected.

Copthorne Hotel -Merryhill
Our Chosen hotel for YEMI weekend are offering
anyone staying with them for the YEMI 15%
discount off their room only non-discounted rates.
This code is available on their website
www.millenniumhotels.com

Prizes

Beautiful custom crown
Gorgeous one of a kind satin sash
Custom Sash Bag from Sponsor Cwin B

• Beautiful earrings from the BEST pageant supplier around Earring
Envy
• Official Winners shoot with Ant Bradshaw with 5 edited headshots
• Including professional make up
• Pageant Coaching and constant support from Director Jeyanne
• Health and Fitness advice from Gemma at HABIT Fitness
• Paid entry into YMI for all winners
• Paid direct, return flights to Houston Texas (Teen, Miss and Ms)
• Stay for one week in a luxurious hotel (Teen, Miss and Ms)

Finals

Venue

Brierley Hill Civic Hall
Bank Street,
Brierley Hill,
West Midlands
DY5 3DH

Date

Saturday 4th February 2023
&
Sunday 5th February 2023

Photos
&
Video

Photos - Ant Bradshaw
Photos will be taken over the whole weekend. Price to be
confirmed before finals.
&
Video - David Schofield
David will only video contestants who request to purchase.
Prices are to be confirmed closer to the date of the finals.

Itinerary

Please always wear your sashes. This will make it easier to identify other contestants and give you all a
chance to get to know one another.

Saturday 4th February

09.00am Registration, please bring outstanding payments and appearance books.
10.15am Rehearsals & Model Supreme Photoshoot
12.00am Spokesmodel Supreme Speeches
1.30pm Break to go have some food and get ready for the party!
5.00pm PARTY TIME!
7.30pm Finish get plenty of sleep and rest ready for Sunday!
This year’s theme is Sweet Dreams! So get your pastel coloured pjs, sweet or dream themed pjs at the
ready! There will be games and team building activities as well as our famous sweet table. We are
unable to cater for individual food allergies, so please be sensible and ensure that you bring any
medication you may need with you. This party is for contestants only everyone must attend.
Anyone under the age of 13 must have a guardian with them at the party.

Sunday 5th February
10.00am Arrival of all contestants. Points may be deducted from anyone over 15 minutes late
without a genuine reason.
10.30am Interviews start; Interview order – Classic, Mrs, Ms, Miss, Teen, Pre-Teen and Junior Miss.
1.30pm Break to get ready for finals and have dinner
4.30pm Contestants to be ready for this time as doors open.
4.50pm be ready by entrance to stage ready to start at 5.00.

Family and Friends

No family members are permitted for contestants 14+ during the rehearsals. Junior Miss and Pre-Teen
are allowed one chaperone during the party and rehearsals. Ticket Prices for the finals are £25 and are
bought through the box office of our venue - a link will be shared with you when they're available for
purchase. Everyone including chaperones must buy a ticket. There will be no entry into the pageant
without a ticket.
Smoking and drinking - we want everyone to enjoy their weekend but please consider our younger contestants, you are
all role models if you do smoke please be discrete and sensible. At Y.E.M.I we promote a healthy lifestyle.
Thank you.

Rounds

Show Running Order
Opening Number
5 Minutes to change
Fashion Wear
5 Minutes to change
Red White and Blue Wear
10 Minutes to change
Evening Wear
40 Minute break
Crowning

Interview
Usual pageant interview attire. This is an informal interview for the judges to get a chance to get to
know you and talk to you about your appearances and charity work. Interview is 25% of your overall
mark, charity and community work are judged as part of interview marks so make sure you get into
your community, fundraise and help or publicise a charity close to you. At Y.E.M.I we want our
contestants to work with charities close to their heart; for this reason, we do not have a chosen
charity. Just remember it’s about quality not quantity!

Opening Number
White cocktail dress and nude, white or silver heels (Flats for Pre-Teen and Junior age groups are
allowed.) There will be a simple dance routine. In 2019 our opening number was shared on Todrik’s
Instagram! This round is not judged. Be yourself, have fun and remember to wear sensible heels that
are easy to move in! For safety please do not wear anything that comes below the knee and lastly
check you can raise your arms above your head without any mishaps!

On Stage Rounds

On stage rounds (Red White and Blue, Fashion and Evening) are worth 75% of your overall mark! In all rounds stage
presence is key, make every second count, show off your spark and capture the judges. We ask that contestants please
respect our rule of no overly short length dresses, skirts and shorts to honour the rules of our international sister pageant.

Red, White and Blue Wear

The outfit must be a combination of all three colours in any style you wish; high-low dress, cocktail
dress, jumpsuit, trousers etc. Have fun and create an outfit that shows off your personality. No
'Bikini brief' style bottoms. Bottoms must be long enough to be classed as shorts. We advice they are
at least 2 inches from under your bottom or for younger girls finger tip length. This is not national
costume and should be an outfit; think fashion wear but sticking to three colours. No flags please!

Fashion Wear

Fashion is whatever you interpret it to be! High low dresses, cocktail dresses or just an outfit that
makes you feel good. You are not judged on what you wear you are judged on how you wear it, the
fit, age appropriateness, stage presence and your confidence. No full-length gowns!

Evening Wear

Junior can be above the ankle or a one inch gap off the floor. Ages 11+ to wear a full-length gown.
Think classic and elegant. Each contestant is judged on their stage presence, elegance and how the
dress fits them. We want every girl to feel like a queen. No sheer dresses in any round for Junior
and Pre Teen competitors.

Hair and Make Up

Rules for Juniors and Pre-Teens

Juniors - Natural as possible. No hair or nail extensions or fake tan. Can have full make up but no
heavy eye make up. Nails can be painted as per the examples below.
Pre-Teens - Natural looking fake tan allowed. No other regulations on hair, nails or makeup.

Examples of Hair, Make Up and Nails.

Choosing your competition look can be hard, especially if you're new. I have always taught my
queens to think what would Miss Universe do? The stage is so big and lights so bright that
anything too dark or heavy on your eyes can make it so they're not easily seen by judges and you
may miss some crucial eye contact points! Hair can be whatever you prefer but please no tiaras or
decorative hair clips or hair bands ready for crowning!
I am well known by my queens and past contestants to be quite strict with nails. No bright
colours, rhinestoned or overly long nails! Have a classic look with neutral tones or French
manicure. I promise you it looks way better with all your outfits and those crowning photos! Feel
free to message me if you're ever in doubt and I can let you know! Remember these are only
recommendations! You know what suits you best and what you prefer!

Hair and Make Up Artists

Professional hair and make up artists will be available to book at YEMI. All the approved artists
will be confirmed in November and their details emailed out to you and added to the contestant
group for you to contact. They are not staff of YEMI so once you have made contact with them all
business is between you and them.
It is not necessary for you to book someone but the option will be available. The venue that we
hold YEMI has limited space, due to this we can not allow contestants to have their own hair or
make up artists on site. If you bring your own they will have to do your hair and make up off site
i.e. your hotel.
The approved hair and make up teams can take you out of rehearsals at any time on the Sunday
to do your make up. If you are using your own hair and make up artist you can only go to them in
the break to get ready before the finals and you will not be allowed to leave early. Please leave
about half an hour between the end of rehearsals and your appointment with them in case of any
delays during rehearsals.

Optional Awards

As you know the winners of each category have the opportunity to go onto compete in not one but TWO
international pageants. The finals in Texas are held over a few days with parties and photoshoots and lots of fun
things to do. Our Queens really like this aspect of the competition and really get to know all the other
contestants over the 4 days. We decided to bring some of this to the UK adding some of the international titles
that our past queens have held as well as some new titles, giving our contestants a feel for the international a
pageant and some exciting opportunities to win free entry into YEMI the following year, and to represent their
new title for the year wearing a gorgeous sash and crown as part of the prize.
Each title will have two winners. The highest scorer of ages 7-15 and ages 16+ winner (Teen to Classic Ms)

Beauty Supreme

Not only did I win this title when I competed in America, but the title
has been won three since by YEMI Queens, Sara, Sophie and
recently Erin at the International finals in Texas. There is a £20
charge to enter this title. The winner will receive a Satin sash,
gorgeous crown and free entry into YEMI to compete for their age
category the following year. This title is a scored title and is the
highest score of photogenic, Interview and Evening wear, not just in
their category but across division categories so really is a big
achievement. Payment for this will be collected on the day of the
competition or paid in with the entry fee.

Model Supreme
Entry fee is £20. The winner will receive a satin sash, gorgeous
crown and free entry into YEMI to compete the following year. You
could be the next Model Supreme! The photos will be sent to a
team of judges and the highest score will be crowned our brandnew model supreme! The photoshoot will happen in your Rehearsal
wear. Each contestant gets 90 seconds in front of the camera to get
THE shot with our award winning photographer Ant Bradshaw!

Optional Awards
Ambassador

It is optional and there is no charge to enter this. When entering
a pageant, leading up to the finals is hard work. It’s fun and we all
love it but that doesn’t take away the hard work we all put in.
Unfortunately, there can only be one winner. Our contestants
deserve recognition for the hard work they do daily to help their
community and the charities they support. The winners will
receive a satin sash, gorgeous crown and free entry the following
year. This title is not scored and will be given to the girls who we
believe really live by our motto ‘Aspire to Inspire’ through their
actions as a finalist and on the weekend of the pageant finals. This
is an optional round just let us know if you would like to be
considered to be crowned Young European International
Ambassador!

Spokesmodel

Spokesmodel is another title in our International pageant and a
title Hannah Golding represented for a year before being
crowned YMI lifetime Queen in the 2020 finals. It will consist of
the contestants giving a 1 minute speech on a set question in
front of our panel of judges. This will determine who will be
crowned Young European International Spokesmodel! All girls
who enter will receive the question in November giving plenty of
time to prepare their one minute long speech.

Side Awards

Photogenic

The photogenic award will be given to one girl per age
category. Entry will be announced closer to the date of the
finals. This is an optional round.
The score from photogenic doesn't go towards your final
overall score. Winners will receive a certificate on the night.

Aspire to Inspire

The Aspire to Inspire award originally created by past queen
Hannah to award to a girl who represented the motto. We are
now adapting the award to mirror our international sister's award '
Heart of Inspiration' which is an award created this year in honour
of Noz our director. Noz is the first recipient of this title for her
ongoing strength while battling cancer. This award will be given to
someone different every year who we feel really does aspire to
inspire with their strength. This could be any contestant, parent or
audience member.

Other Awards

Other awards that contestants will be given on the night include
the following.
Best in interview - given to the highest scoring girl per category.
Miss Congeniality - voted for by the contestants. One girl per
category.
Miss Publicity - Optional to enter - A separate judge will choose
the winner. It's not necessarily on the amount of appearances but
the quality of appearances and their social media presence.
Miss Fashionista - Winners picked by a separate judges - the girl
who has had their favourite outfits all weekend on and off stage!
(multiple winners across age groups)
Miss Grace - A secret award announced at the finals.

Hotels

The venue that YEMI is held in is a theatre hall and not a hotel and so we have made a list of a few
hotels within the area and they're all at different budgets (prices at the time of writing this so could be
slightly different when you book)

Copthorne Hotel - Merry Hill

This hotel is around £50 - £70 and a 5 minute drive from the venue. This is where the majority of us
stay and our recommended hotel. This year we are lucky enough to have the Copthorne Hotel on
board as a sponsor and they are offering anyone staying with them for the YEMI weekend 15%
discount off their room only non-discounted rates.
This code is available on their website www.millenniumhotels.com and enter the code EVENTACCOM
into the promo/ offer code box.
The Waterfront, Level St, Brierley Hill DY5 1UR - 01384 482882

Premier Inn - Stourbridge Town Centre

This hotel is around £30 - £50. Its about a 10 minute drive from the venue.
Birmingham St, Stourbridge DY8 1JR
0333 321 9341

Village Hotel - Dudley

This hotel is around £50 - £80 and a 10 minute drive to the venue. Bonus points; it has a Starbucks!
Castlegate Dr, Dudley DY1 4TB
01384 888830

Travelodge - Dudley

This hotel is around £25 - £40 and a 15 minute drive to the venue.
Dudley Rd, Birmingham, Brierley Hill DY5 1LE
0871 984 6063

Premier Inn - Dudley, Kingswinford

This hotel is around £30 - £50. Its about a 10 minute drive from the venue.
Dudley Rd, Kingswinford DY6 8WT
0333 777 4653

Payment Plan

Entry Fee

Junior Miss and Pre Teen - £185
Teen, Miss, Ms, Mrs and Classic Ms - £285
This can be funded by you, friends and family or a sponsor.
Once you have paid half your entry fee you will receive your sash.
The £50 deposit is included in this cost. So once you have paid that you have just the £135/£235 left.
Now that you have made the first step to entering Young European International you get:
A sash to help you with your platform, your community work, event organising and fund raising.
Entry into our Contestant Party, fun, games and of course our famous sweet table.
Chance to win a trip to Houston Texas to compete in one of the most prestigious pageants in
America!

Payment Plan

Please contact us to set out your payment plan if you decide to do monthly instalments. We are
happy to be flexible with payments so please do not stress. Message Jeyanne to sort your invoice. It is
helpful for us if you can make us aware of when you'll be paying so we can update our database.
Here is a table to help you. You can print this page and use it to keep your payments on track.
Entry closes on the 12th January 2023 there for all payments must be paid by then.

Date

Amount

Left to Pay

Terms and Conditions
Owners of Young European International Pageant; Diamond Pageants LTD are not responsible for
any lost, stolen or damaged items at the finals of Young European International.
Delegates must have a good background that will not cause any problems or disputes for our
pageant system.
Any contestants, family member or friend of contestants judged to be displaying unsuitable
behaviour will be disqualified from the competition and no refund will be given under these
circumstances.
Any contestants putting slanderous comments on public forums before, during or after the
pageant will be removed from the competition and will be banned from all future Diamond events.
Again, no refund shall be given under these circumstances.
Once your entrance fee has been paid, you are able to drop out at any time, but you WILL NOT
receive a refund.
Loss or damage to your area sash must be replaced and paid for by the contestant. If you do
lose/damage your area sash, please contact us and you can purchase a new one.
Any kind of bribery to staff or judges will have contestants disqualified and banned from Diamond
events with no refund.
All Queens are expected to carry out duties throughout the year of their reign, attending events
and publicising Y.E.M.I. Pageant. We expect winners to be good role models and representatives
for our pageant.
Winners will be expected to come back to Young European Miss International Pageant the
following year to hand over their title to the next winners and represent the pageant.
Crowns and sashes are not to be worn with any other pageant system crown or sash.
This is a contracted Pageant; we have added a non- compete clause. winners will NOT be allowed
to enter any other pageant during their reign.
If for any reason winners aren't able to represent the pageant any more due to another pageant or
the director doesn't feel they're fulfilling their duties as a representative for the pageant for any
circumstance, then they'll immediately forfeit their title and Diamond Pageants are allowed to take
back any of the prizes given.
Queens have until the booking of flights to decide if they are able to go to America with the team.
By entering Y.E.M.I. under Diamond Pageants LTD you agree to these terms and conditions. If they
choose to not attend the international finals they will not be offered an alternative prize.

Thank you

